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Read collection overview
Three months after it was incorporated by the state of Maine in March 1836, the Portland Granite Company acquired 17 acres of
land from Seth Clark in Westbrook, Me., and began its quarrying operation. With 160 shares of common stock, the company's
members elected a board of three directors (Henry Iseley, M.P. Sawyer, and George Clark), with Henry R. Stickney serving as
Treasurer and Secretary. Though not particularly prominent, the firm appears to have operated for at least fifty years, and is
listed in directories of state industries through about the time of Stickney's death in 1887. 

Recorded on a slender seven pages in an otherwise blank bound ledger, the records of the Portland Granite Company provide
slight but critical documentation of the organization of a significant quarrying operation. Included are the formal act of
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incorporation for the company, a record of approval by the corporation to accept their charter; notes on the election of officers;
company by-laws; approval for the distribution of stock (160 shares); and an agreement with Seth Clark to purchase 17 acres in
Westbrook, Me., for the operation.

See similar SCUA collections:

PhotojounalismPhotojounalism
MaineMaine

Background on Portland Granite CompanyBackground on Portland Granite Company
Three months after it was incorporated by the state of Maine in March 1836, the Portland Granite Company acquired 17 acres of
land from Seth Clark in Westbrook, Me., and began its quarrying operation. With 160 shares of common stock, the company's
members elected a board of three directors (Henry Iseley, M.P. Sawyer, and George Clark), with Henry R. Stickney serving as
Treasurer and Secretary. Though not particularly prominent, the firm appears to have operated for at least fifty years, and is
listed in directories of state industries through about the time of Stickney's death in 1887.

Scope of collectionScope of collection
Recorded on a slender seven pages in an otherwise blank bound ledger, the records of the Portland Granite Company provide
slight but critical documentation of the organization of a significant quarrying operation. Included are the formal act of
incorporation for the company, a record of approval by the corporation to accept their charter; notes on the election of officers;
company by-laws; approval for the distribution of stock (160 shares); and an agreement with Seth Clark to purchase 17 acres in
Westbrook, Me., for the operation.
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The collection is open for research.

ProvenanceProvenance
Provenance unknown.
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Processed by I. Eliot Wentworth, Feb. 2019.
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Cite as: Portland Granite Company Records (MS 648 bd). Special Collections and University Archives, University of Massachusetts
Amherst Libraries.
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